
Hello!  In this guide I’ll be painting Cassian Andor from Star Wars: Legion.

 

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, 
followed with some grey and white ze-
nithal highlights applied from above: 

I’m first painting the eyes with an off white (Deck Tan), then painting the pupils 
and surrounding area with Black:

For the skin I’m using Golden Flesh mixed with some Pink Flesh, then adding a 
touch of Black and some Red for the base tone:
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And here I’m using the blue/black tone 
to paint the hair, and for the thinned out 
facial hair I’m mixing it into the skin 

tone to create a softer gradient:

I’m now painting the skin:I’m also mixing some Black and Cantabric Blue which I’ll be using for the hair in 
a moment..

I’m also drawing in the eyebrows: And I’m now painting the rest of the 
hair:



I’m now highlighting the skin up to the 
Golden Flesh tone mixed with a little of 

the Pink Flesh:

You can see that I’ve also carefully ar-
ticulated the under-eye area:

For the brighter highlights I’m mixing in 
some Vanilla White:

I also backtracked to some more pink-
ish mid-tones which can be glazed in 

for places like the lower cheeks:



I’m now going to provide a broad high-
light for the hair using Brown Leather 

mixed with Black:

I’m then lightening this with the addi-
tion of some White Sands and Iroko for 

the lighter highlights:



I’m now returning to the mouth/beard 
area, where I want a bit more of the 

skin to show through:

Moving on to the clothes, I’m first paint-
ing the small bit of inner top that shows 
through beneath the coat near the neck 
using a mix of Gobi Brown and Walnut:

And here I’m stippling some of the skin tone on the left cheek to create a more 
patchy/stubbly look:

You can see I went back and forth a bit with the skin and beard tone to get the 
look I was after:



I’m now using the same brown tone 
along with some Black and some Birch 
to create a rough gradient to paint the 

fur lining on the coat:

Here we can do a little wet blending, as 
well as some overbrushing:



And I’m using Mojave White for the 
stripes on the arms:

I’m going a little darker for the gloves 
and the belt by mixing in some Thar 

Brown and a touch of Black:

For the coat I’m using Cantabric Blue 
mixed with some Black:



Next I’m using Abyssal Blue for the 
backback (plus the items attached to 
it), as well as the cannisters on the 

belt.

For the trousers I’m using Dubai Brown: And for the holster I’m using Brown 
Leather mixed with Black:



I’m now painting the base using Orange Leather, then providing a dry brush and some highlights using Tenere Yellow:

I also chose to use Abyssal Blue for 
the boots:

And for the belt buckle and the blaster 
pistol I’m using Graphite mixed with a 

little Abyssal Blue:



And I’m using this to shade most of the 
figue apart from the head/face:

I’m now creating quite a thin Shade mix 
using Nuln Oil (2), Agrax Earthshade (1), 

and Lahmian Medium (6).

And I’ve also provided some shading using a mix of Fuegan Orange and Agrax 
Earthshade:

Once dry, I added an additional layer to 
the gloves and the white stripes to get 

a bit more dirt and definition:

I also applied some ultra matte var-
nish to kill some of the shine left by 

the Shade:

He’s now already looking pretty good, 
so feel free to add as few or as many 
highlights as you like from this point..



I’m going to begin by highlighting the coat by adding some Caribbean Blue and 
some Caspian Blue to the base tone:

We don’t need an especially smooth 
look here:

I’m now highlighting the gloves with the 
addition of some White Sands:

I also applied some additional shade to 
achieve a bit more contrast:



For the buckle and pistol I’m simply 
adding some White Sands to the base 

tone:

I’m also adding White Sands to the 
Abyssal Blue to highlight the backback 

etc:



For the metallic areas I’m pushing the 
highlights quite a bit further, but am 

happy with a fairly sketchy look:

Here I’m just brushing a little Cantabric 
Blue into the transition to add a little 

more vibrancy:

And I’m now continuing with the high-
lights:

And here I’m just placing a little Orange 
Leather into the undersides of the form 
to create the impression of some re-

flectivity:



To highlight the trousers I’m adding Ar-
abic Shadow to the base tone:

I’m also highlighting the boots with the 
addition of some White Sands:

And I’m just using some light browns 
from the palette to highlight the holster:

I’m now freely adding some spots of 
weathering to the boots and elsewhere 

using the Orange Leather:



And I’m now just freely moving round 
the figure boosting some of the high-

lights:

Here I tried using some of the Tamiya Panel Liner for the pistol, which ended up over-darkening the whole thing, so I went 
back in to add some fresh highlights...



It’s a small detail, but here I’ve just 
placed a light stripe above the strap on 

the container on his chest:

I’m then painting over this with a mix of 
Sol Yellow and Mars Orange:

And this completes Cassian Andor!





PAINT LIST:

Deck Tan (VMC)
Art Black (SC)
Pink Flesh (SC)

Golden Flesh (SC)
Primary Red (SC)

Black (SC)
Cantabric Blue (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)

Iroko (SC)
White Sands (SC)
Gobi Brown (SC)

Walnut (SC)
Birch (SC)

Dubai Brown (SC)
Abyssal Blue (SC)

Graphite (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

Nuln Oil (GW)
Aggrax Earthshade (GW)

Caribbean Blue (SC)
Caspian Blue (SC)

Arabic Shadow (SC)
Sol Yellow (SC)

Mars Orange (SC)


